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and then into the hedges on either side of the road when it
saw a particularly attractive rag or tin can. And suddenly
the band dropped giving the drum and fife effect and, just
before it was timed to fall out and let us go on, that ragtime
collection—and every man sang too . . . heavens, didn't
they sing! And what voices the Welsh have!—that rag-
time collection of musicians burst out with:
"Way down in Tennessee, that's where I'd like to be,
On my old Mammie's knee; she thinks the world of me.
And when they meet me, when they meet me, just imagine how
they'll greet me
When I get back, when I get back . . ."
Only we sang "if" instead of "when." . . . And I assure
you the State of Tennessee would have felt complimented
if it had known how sincerely we 678 men—who were soon
to be not more than 215—desired to find ourselves within
her border. . . . Not even the professional Tennesseean
lady whom I met in Boston and who told me she was
dying because she was not in Knoxville and that I had
never, never in my life seen such a magnificent sight as the
local doughboys marching through Nashville in 1917 ...
not even she could have more wanted to be in Knoxville
. . . than we did.
But isn't that song a queer instance of how culture travels
backwards and forwards along the Route?
§
At that time—in July 1916—I had never been in Tennessee.
I had never, indeed, been further West in Virginia than
Staunton, which struck me as the pleasantest city in either
the State or the States. I had meant to go on to Lexington.
But we had ridden on horseback—yes, it was that long ago—
from Charlottesville, and I had watched for a couple of
days the representative of a relative, on the local loose
floors. He was buying tobacco for the French R^gie and I
was thinking, then, of going, as the saying was, into tobacco,
and it was lots of fun. But the buying took longer than we
had expected and we had to give up going on, so it was not

